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The writer always found that this second assumption
caused the deepest resentment in Spain. There is an
arguable case for the revolt being more of a civil war
than an invasion, but there is none for putting on the
same footing as German and Italian conscripts the
men who found their way into Government Spain from
France, Czechoslovakia, England, and elsewhere. Most
of them were poor men, who slipped quietly from their
homes, and drifted southwards, sometimes 'hitch-
hiking' on lorries, sometimes walking over the mountains
when they had not passports, but all impelled by a desire
10 fight. They went partly for adventure, but chiefly
for an ideal. They mostly arrived penniless, and they
fought without the backing of a great Government,
knowing that if they were killed they would die un-
remembered, if they were wounded they would have
only the most elementary attention, and that they would
be fighting with a badly equipped army against regular
troops fully supplied with aeroplanes, tanks, heavy
artillery, and all the arsenal of modern war.
It was the nearest approach to a crusade that our
generation has seen. The International Brigade suffered
from all the discomforts and lack of medical supplies
which marked the early part of the t Mesopotamian
campaign, and they fought through actions as sanguinary
as any in France, They were rushed up to the front
armed with out-of-date rifles collected from old dumps.
They hung on to positions from which more experienced
officers would have extricated them. They taught the
cheerfully incompetent Spanish militiamen what modern
fighting meant, and now most of them are dead. No
braver men ever left France or England, and perhaps in
ten years* time they will have achieved little more than
a gesture. There is, however, a chance that by a delightful

